Let X be a Banach space and let @(A0 be the Banach algebra of bounded linear transformations on X to itself. A one-parameter semigroup of operators in @(X) is defined to be a function P(£) on (0, oo ) to <g(A0 such that (1) nix + &)* = T(fàT(J6ù* for 0<£i, £2< oo and xGA". P(£) is said to be weakly measurable if /[P(£)x] is a measurable numerically-valued function for each xEX and fEX.
P(£) is said to be strongly measurable if, for each x, P(£)x is the limit almost everywhere of a sequence of step functions (see [2, pp. 36-38J1 We being by proving the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let P(£) be a strongly measurable one-parameter semi-group of operators in &ÍX) and let XoEX, then there exists a separable closed linear subspace Xo of X containing x0 and a set Eo of measure zero such that TiQxEXofor every xEX0 if only £GPo-As P(£)xo is strongly measurable, there will exist a set F0 of measure zero such that [P(£)xo|£GP>] is separable valued. We define
Then Xo is a separable closed linear subspace of X. Further there will be a denumerable set
such that Xo is the linear closed extension of 5. The P(£) transform of any finite linear combination of elements of 5, namely, Example. In order to show that strong measurability cannot be replaced by weak measurability in the hypothesis to the above theorem, we have constructed the following example. Let the P-space X be the nonseparable Hubert space of complex-valued functions x(i) on (0, oo ) such that 23I3CW| 2< °° with norm 11*11 = [El xit)\2]1'2.
Choose for F(£) a nonmeasurable real-valued multiplicative function on (0, oo ). Then F(fc + Ei) = F(E0P(E«) and F(£) is unbounded in every finite subinterval of (0, oo) (see [3] ). We then define the one-parameter semi-group of linear bounded transformations Tit)xit) = F(0*(< + E).
Clearly ||P(?)|| = | P(E)| is unbounded in every subinterval of (0, <»). On the other hand, P(£) is weakly measurable.
For let y G X = X, then
